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Highland Ecuadoran Spanish is unique among Spanish dialects in voicing word-linal 

prevocalic lsi: los otros [Ioz otrosJ 'the others'. This process has never received an 

adequate explanatjon within linear phonological models , despite attempts to relate it to 

'close juncture'. In the present study, the claim is motivated that a t intermediate stages of 

deriva tion, Spanish word-final /s/ is followed by an unattached slot on the skeletal tier, as 

the phonological marker of Word Bo undary. This accounts for the frcquent si milarity of 

preconsonantal , prepausal and wo rd-final prevocalic position with respec t to severa l 

consonantal modifications in Spanish. Is/ -voicing in Spanish is ana lyzed as origina lly 

stemming from preconsonantal voicing of /s/ at the postcyclic lexical level, at times 

counteracted by low-level processes of devoicing. Spanish dialects, in turn, are character

ized by the Extension Principle, which states that phrase-fina l co nsonantal modifications 

will preferentially be ex tended to all word-final environments. The positive choice of this 

parameter in Ecuadoran Spanish results in prevocalic voicing of word-final lsi, as well as 

other word-fina l processes. 

1. Introduction: lsI-voicing in Ecuadoran Spanish 

One of the major issues in contemporary Spanish phonology is accounting 
for the behavior and variation of syllable- and word-final consonants, whose 
manifestations provide the most consistent set of dialectal defining character
istics. The present study takes as its point of departure a relatively minor and 
geographically limited consonantal modification, voicing of word-final prevo
calic /s/ in highland Ecuadoran Spanish, and extends the treatment to 
encompass more widespread consonantal modifications in other dialects, in 
an initial exploration of systematic consonantal behavior in Spanish. The 
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents and refines 
the Ecuadoran data on distribution of [s] and [z]; section 3 briefly considers a 
potential solution; section 4 considers the point of application of voicing of 
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/s/ within the phonology of Ecuadoran Spanish; section 5 considers parallels 
with the behavior of other word-final consonants in various Spanish dialects; 
section 6 offers an alternative analysis of word-final consonantal modifica
tions in Spanish; section 7 suggests a principle accounting for synchronic and 
diachronic developments affecting all Spanish word-final consonants; section 
8 summarizes the discussion, . 

2. The Ecuadoran data 

Of Spanish consonants subject to frequent and widespread modification, 
syl\able- and word-final /s/ has formed the core of the greatest number of 
theoretical and descriptive inquiries; its realization ranges from a prominent 

sibilant [s] to a weak aspiration [h] or total effacement [0] (Canfield (1981), 
Lipski (1984, 1985), Terrel,1 (\977, 1978, 1979). Nunez Cedeno (1980), Ceder
gren (1973). Poplack (1980), Bordclois (1984». A unique development affec
ting /s/ is practically restricted to the central highland dialects of Ecuadoran 
Spanish (centered on Quito), where word-final prevocalic /s/ becomes voiced 
to [z]. providing the only consistent instance of intervocalic [z] in contempo
rary Spanish (Robinson (\979), Toscano Mateus (1953), for sporadic exam
ples outside of Ecuador, cf. Torreblanca (1986), Montes Giraldo (\984), 
Obaid (1973), Dykstra (1955»: 

(I a) casa [kasa] 'house' 
(I b) este [este] 'this' 

(lc) mismo [mizmo] 'same' 

(Id) las casas [las kasas] 'the houses' 
(I e) las vacas [Jaz bakas] 'the cows' 
(I f) los otros [Ioz otros] 'the others' 
(I g) es el fez el] 'it's he' 
(Ih) pues en .. [pwez en] 'well, in .. .' 
(I i) eres un '[erez un] 'you are a(n) .. , 

, 

(Ij) casas altas Ikasaz altas] 'tall houses' 
(Ik) nose ino se] 'I don't know' 

Grammatical structure is irrelevant to Is/-voicing, as is the relative configura
tion of stressed and unstressed sytlables, On the other hand, word-internal 
intervocalic /s/ is not normally voiced (I a), except marginally in the Cuenca 
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subdialect.! and word-initial postvocalic /si is never voiced (1 k). The distribu
tion illustrated in (I) demonstrates that in the Ecuadoran dialects under 

consideration, Izl appears principally in two contexts: (syllable-finally) before 
voiced consonants a natural process of voicing assimilation and i.n word

final prevocalie environments. The obligatory presence of the word-boundary 
is striking, given that Spanish phrase-level phonology normally obliterates 
phonetic signalling of word boundaries (Penny (1986), Lipski (1983a, in 
press). 

The Ecuadoran data hint at a more than coincidental relation between 

preconsonan tal voicing assimilation of is! and word-final prevocalic voicing 
of Is/. That such a relation is not universal and inexorable is demonstrated by 
the fact that many Spanish dialects in which syllable-final lsI is retained as a 
sibil1ant (e.g. not 'aspirated' to [hl or elided) contain a process of prcconso
nan tal voicing assimilation, while central Ecuadoran Spanish is the only 

dialect in which word-final prevoealie /s/ is routinely voiced. 
I n the following paragraphs, the fundamental operating principle will be 

Robinson (1979) suggests that the subdialeet of Cuenca (in the southern highlands) differs 

systematically from the Quito dialect in voicing morpheme-final prevocalic lsI: desechabie 

'disposable' , desayuno 'breakfast', etc . Apparent minimal pairs exist: e.g . de.miar, analyzablc as 

de + saiar 'desalinate' , or des + aiar 'remove the wings' . Upon prompting with a questionnaire, 

Robinson 's respondents pronounced the former word with ls] and the latter with lz]. Not all of 

Robinson 's data support the analysis of morpheme-final voicing of lsI, as 11e himself admits; for 

example de.l'as/r" 'disaster' (usually pronounced with lz] in Cuenca) cannot be synchronically 

analyzed as "de.\" + aSlre, while desayuno, althougl1 ciearly originating from ayuno 'fast', is 

probably not perceived by most contemporary Spanish speakers as bimorphemic, The data 

collected as part of the present investigation do not support the conclusion that the Cuenca 
dialect systematically voices morpheme-final prevocalic Is;' It appears that 'morpheme-final' 

Voicing of Is! is restricted to prefixes and to words that have the general phonetic form of 

prefixes; moreover, in nearly all caSes of non-prompted speech, it is the prefix de.\'- which is 

involved, although the overall text frequency of relevant forms is so low (in my interview data 

averaging one example every 10-15 minutes) as to make any conclusions suspect. Apparently 

only prefixes arc involved. since voicing of stem-final lsi is never observed in plural forms (e.g, 

mes + es 'months') , in diminutives (pez + ecilO ' little fish ') or preceding derivational affixes (e.g. 

llprendiz + aj" 'learning', j"liz + Mad 'happiness'). It may be that only stress-neutral' affixation 

incurs voicing of morpheme-final lsi, but in this case affixation of the plural morpheme should 

cause Is/-voicing. The most logical conclusion is lexicalization of a handful of items. This may 

reflect some type of imperfectly constructed analogy (similar to that postulated for aspiration of 

word-internal intervocalic lsi in Honduran/Salvadoran Spanisll, cf. Lipski (19S5, 19S6a)) or 

perhaps just a handful of lexical idiosyncracies such as have been observed, for example in 

Mexico (Perissinotto (1975: 57- 5S)), in Colombia (Fl6rez (1964 : 5- 7)), and in the Canary Islands 

(Catalan (1964 : 240- 241 )), etc. 
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the search ror general principles defining consonantal bebavior among Span
ish dialects, rather than a limited so lution which may in the long run entail 
contradictory conclusions when compared with a wider range or comparative 
data. In terms or consonantal behavio r. central Ecuadoran Spanish fits in 
among other Latin American dialects in a rashion suggesti ng not an isolatcd 
idiosyncrasy but rather a slight realignment or gencral processes. 

3. A first attempt at an integrated phonological solution 

It is not reasible to connate word-final prevocalic voici ng and syllab le-fina! 
preconsonantal voicing into a general rule or voicing assimilation berore 
[+ voiced] segments, consonants and vowels alike, given that word-internal 

intervocalic /s/ is not voiced, no r is word-initial postvocalic is/, In the history 
or Spanish and other (western) Romance languages. intervocalic voicing was 
a general process originally affecting stops as well as fricatives. 2 Preconsonan
tal voicing assimilation, o n the other hand. is only convincingly demonstrated 
ror 'si. while other Spanish obstruents occurring preconsonantally do not 
undergo any such process, being subject to a variable combination or 
reduction phenomena (e.g. spirantization , voicing/devoicing, neutrali za tion or 
place or articulation, elision) which are best described as autosegmental 
delinking of one or more tiers. 

Rather than conflating rules which appear to respond to different proces
ses, rule ordering offers a potential solution: word-final prevocalic voicing 
could apply berore resyllabificatio n, which assigns a single word-final prevo

calic consonant to the onset or the nex t syllabIc in the phonological phrase. 3 

Word-final prevocalic voicing would affect only syllable/ rhyme:fillol l si , 
leaving untouched word-internal intervocalic lsi , which is assigned to the 

Intervoca lic voicing o f .cpl. i t;' and /k; docs occur in some Canary Isla nd dialects; cf. AIOlcida 

Suarez ( 1982). Ortedal ( 198S). A sim ilar process occurs variably among some speakers of the 

lIavana dia.lect of Cuban Spanish (eL Guitart (1980)). Torreblanca (1lJ78) regards voicing of is': 

as a i'orm of weakencd a rticula tory tension . In ' the case of Ecuadoran voicing of word-fmal 

prevocalic :s/, there is little possibility that a Quechua subs trate is involved. Although Ecuadoran 

Quechua is unique among Quechua dialects in possessing the phonemc Iz,:, th is pho neme has 

relatively limited distribution, and in many instances may be due to a loan-t ransi'er from earlier 

periods of Spanish , when intervocalic lsi was realized as [z] (cf. Lombeida- Naranjo (1976: I SO

lSI). Cassano (1974 : 479)). Moreover, Ecuadoran Queehua opposes intervocalic Is! and iz/. and 
does not voice word-final prevocalic js! . 

3 Thi s is essentially the anal'ysis offered by Harris (1983) for aspiration of word-final prevocalic 
l sI, and velarization of word -fi nal / n/. 
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syllable onset on the first (cyclic) application of syllabification . This mcthod, 
while usually producing the correct output, is functionally equivalent to a 
formal conftation of prcconsonantal and prevocalic voicing, since no justifica
tion is given for combining an unquestionably sy llable-final voicing assimila
tion (preconsonantal) with voicing in an environment which is ultimately 
intervocalic; the recourse to ordered rules is descriptive but not explanatory. 
The explanatory power of an ordered-rule solution can be extended slightly 
by postulating an underlying segment unspecified for voicing. 4 Voicing would 
then be specified after some level of syllabification in the 'lexicon. according to 
two parametric choices: (i) in most Spanish dialects. voicing is assigned last
cyclically/post-cyclically as [ + voice] in syllable codas before a C slot specified 
as [+ voice). and as [- voice] elsewhere; (ii) in central Ecuadoran Spanish, 
voicing is assigned last-cyclically jpost-cyclically as [+ voice] in syllable codas 
before any slot on the CV tier specified as [+ voice], and as [- voice] 
otherwise; (iii) in the C uenca dialect. voicing is assigned cyclically (at each 
lexical level) as [+ voice] in sy llable codas before any slot on the CV tier 
specified [ + voice], and as [ - voice] otherwise. 

A proposal such as the one just sketched brings us closer to the type of 
solution envisioned as the ultimate goal for a comprehensive Hispanic 
dialectology. In its present form. however, this schema is inadequate for a 
number of reasons. First, a comparison of this scheme and disjoint or 
conftated rules of preconsonantal and prevocalic voicing revea ls that the 
former solution is functionally equivalent to the latter. Claiming that voicing 
assignment takes place before or after resyllabification is merely another way 
of describing certain data , and gives no insight into the interaction between 
voicing assimilation, generally regarded as a low-level phonetic process, and 
resyllabification, a process which affects prosodic structures. Moreover, Spa
nish resyllabifieation is far from exceptionless, being dependent on speech 
rate and register. Rapid speech results in nearly exceptionless resyllabifica
tion, while formal. slow speech (whose extreme case is reading lists and 
prepared sentences) impedes resyllabification .5 In central Ecuadoran Spanish, 
voicing of word-final prevocalic /s/ is general in all styles and speech rates, 
and may be frequently observed even in slow, disconnected or interrupted 

4 This proposal, which will ullimately be replaced. results from suggestions and comments on 

earlier versions of this paper, and which provided the impetus for a n expanded analysis. 

In many Spanish dialects with heavy indigenous influence and /or bilingualism, resyl1abifica

tion is also impeded by the presence of a slight pause or glottal constriction between words; this is 

observed among indigenous bilinguals in the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico, in Guatemala, 

Paraguay, and in the Andean region of South America, including Ecuador. 
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speech where resyllabification has clearly not taken place. Extensive record
ings during a prolonged stay in highland Ecuador (cf. Lipski (l986c, 1987)), 
confirm Robinson's (1979: 141) comments as regards voicing of /s/ before 
hesitation pauses, where the speaker evidently has the intention of continuing 
the sentence following completion of a thought or accessing of a lexical i,tem 
(whether or not the sentence is actually completed). The data also reveal a 
number of cases of voicing of /s/ before true pauses (i.e. following a 
descending, phrase-final intonational contour), in apparent violation of quasi
universal tendencies of word-final obstruent devoicing which prevail among 
Spanisch dialects. Typical examples include: 

(2) si el profesor no e[z] ... 10 suficientemente capa[z] 

'if the teacher is not sufficiently capable' 


(3) es, digamo[z} .. . 

'it's, let's say ... ' 


(4) los precios de lo[z] ... comerciantes 

'the prices of the ... business owners' 


(5) 	 no todos lo[z] ... profesionales 

' not all ... professionals' 


(6) yo tenia, pue[z] 	... 

'I had, then ... ' 


It could be that since in highland Ecuador word-final /s/ is voiced before 
vowels and voiced consonants, voicing of prepausal lsI responds to the high 
statistical probability that the segment which eventually follows the pause will 
be voiced. This voicing process is often extended to . true phrase-final lsi, 
although in this environment voicing of jsl bas to compete with another 
process, general to most of the Andean region, whereby unstressed final 
syllables are entirely devoiced, usually followed by severe shortening and 
eventual elision, especially in contact with /sl (cf. Hundley (1983) for Peru; 
Lope Blanch (1963) for Mexico; Lipski (1988) for Ecuador). This devoicing is 
a low-level phonetic process affecting all discourse and at times obliterating 
the results of other phonological processes affecting particu lar segments or 
configurations. 6 

6 This type ofsilualion is described by Kiparsky (1985: 94) , who noles Ihal il is possible 10 have 
a Iruly phonological (posllexical) rule partially overlaid by a gradienl phonelic process such as 

final devoicing. 
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4. The place of lsI-voicing in Ecuadoran Spanish phonology 

At least some facet of preconsonantal voicing assignment of Is/ occurs at 
the postlexical level, since its effects appear across word boundaries (e.g. los 
palos [los patos] ' the ducks', vs. las vaC(1S [Iaz eakas] 'the cows')) as well as 
word-internally , and the output in all cases is both variable and gradient (cf. 
Perissinotto (1975: 57- 58) for a detailed description of a comparable case). It 
will be claimed shortly that the relevant process is actually postlexical 
devoicing . Speakers do not ordinarily differentiate the resulting [s] and [z], 

regarding both as manifestations of Is/, and in most Spanish dialects, pauses 
effectively block voicing assimilation across word boundaries .7 

The case of word-final prevocalic !s/ is more complex. Native speakers 
perceive a phonological difference between [s] and [z] in this environment (e.g. 
has ido [azieo] 'you have gone', ha sido [asieo] 'it has been'). At the same 
time, voicing of word-final prevocalic /s/ is both variable and gradient in 
central Ecuador, although not subject to lexical exceptions. If we assume that 
regular inflection, including plural formation, takes place at a stratum higher 
than that containing stress-neutral affixation,R then the claim that in the 
Cuenca dialect final /s/ is voiced morpheme-finally (i.c. in stress-neutral 
prefixes such as des-) is incompatible with postlexical application of this rule, 

since an intermediate stratum is skipped, in violation of the Continuous 
Stratum Hypothesis (Mohanan (1982, 1985». 

There is evidence which suggests placement of prevocalic Is/-voicing within 

7 Among signiticant differences between phonological rule application at the lexical and the 

postkxicallcvel is native speakers ' perception of (phonological) difference between segments: the 

output of the lexical component (the lexical alphabet) produces forms which untrained native 

speakers typically perceive as difl'erent f'rom the input, while the output of' postlexical rules is not 

assumed to produce a perception of difference (Mohanan and Mohanan (1984; 596), Kaisse and 

Shaw (1985; 7». Other key traits distinguish lexical and postlexical rules; for example, lexical 

rules are normally obligatory but allow lexical exceptions and are unaflccted by pauses, while 

postlexical rules allow no lexical exceptions, produce an output which may be gradient and 

variable, and arc blocked (or triggered) by pauses (Kiparsky (1985; R6- 92), Kaisse and Shaw 

(19S5:4-8), Mohanan and Mohanan (19t!4» . Obviously, only postlexical rules can apply across 

word boundaries. 

• To date. no comprehensive lexical phonological model has been developed for Spanish 
comparable to those available i'or English, but available studies make it almost certain that at 

least two and perhaps three lexical strata exist, in addition to postlexical rules (Wong-opasi 

(1987), Den Os and Kager (1986». It is likely that assignment of lexical strata is similar to that of 

English (cf. Kiparsky (1985), Halle and Mohanan (1985). Mohanan (IQ85)). Cf. Booij and 

Rubach (1987) for a counterproposal denying the need to postulate more than one lexical 

stratum. 
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the lexical phonological component. As noted above, central Ecuadoran 
Spanish is characterized by severe reduction of unstressed vowels, particularly 
before syllable-final Is;' This process operates at the word level and is 
unaffected by relative strength of unstressed syllables or by stress rearrange
ment in the phonological phrase (Lipski (1988)). Unstressed vowel loss has 
priority over resylla bifica tion: ustedes alla > us/eds alla 'you there' , where if 
resyllabification had applied before vowel dropping, the Is/ would have 
become syllable-initial, impeding vowel dropping. In combinations such as 

lIs/ed( e)s alla, where the vowel preceding word-final is/ has been elided, the 
final /s/ is still normally voiced. This suggests that voicing of word-final /s/ 
applies 'before' vowel dropping (otherwise devoicing of both lsi and the 
preceding consonant would be the expected result), a process which operates 
at the level of the phonological word, and which must therefore be ordered 
before the clearly phrase-level process of resyllabification. 

5. Parallels with other consonantal modifications 

The distributional behavior of word-final lsI in central Ecuador fits in 
among a pattern of rule generalization which affects a wide range of conso
nants and dialects: from preconsonantal environment, to phrase-final (also 
'syllable-final') context, to word-final prevocalic position. Similar Spanish 
consonantal modifications include: 

(a) aspiration/elision of syJlable- and wor,d-final Is;' Spanish dialects 
range from 'conservative' Is/-reducing dialects (such as the educated speech of 
Buenos Aires), in which only preconsonantal lsi is aspirated to [h], to the 
most 'radical' dialects such as those of southern Spai'n and the Caribbean, 
where phrase-final and word-final prevocalic lsi is also reduced to [h], or 
elided. In between lie several dialect clusters in which extension of reduction 
to word-final prevocalic contexts is frequent but not exceptionless; rates of 
prevocalic reduction are usually less than rates of reduction of prepausal l si 
(Lipski (1983b, 1984)).9 

(b) A large number of Spanish dialects velarize phrase-final /n/ , and in the 

9 There is graphological evidence that reduction of Isf in Spanish began first in preconsonantal 
environments (Lapesa (1980: par. 248), Lipski (1984)) , and certainly the distribution of reduced 

v". nonreduced variants of lsi in all contemporary Spanish dialects supports this route of 
evolution. 
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vast majority of cases (including all Ecuadoran dialects), extension to word

final prevoca lic contexts is generaL I 0 

(c) Many Spanish dialects present partial or total neutralization of syl

lable-final /1/ and / r/ , with widely varying phonetic results. No contemporary 
Spanish dialect exhibits reduction/neutralization of liquids only in preconso

nan tal environments and not in phrase-final contexts, although in some 

dialects preconsonantal neutrali za tion is relatively more frequent. Dialects in 

which rates of phrase-final neutralization of /1/ and i r;' are high generally 
exhibit not insignificant rates of extension of the resulting variant to prevocalic 

cases (e.g. Terrell (1976), Uber (J 984, 1986)). 

(d) In many Andean dialects, where phrase-final / r/ is pronounced as a 

groove fricative, this pronunciation is frequently extended to prevocalic 

contexts. I I 

6. Ecuadoran lsi-voicing in an expanded perspective 

Traditional accounts of intervocalic Is/-voicing in Ecuador. of which 
Robinson (1979) is the most highly articulated, have postulated some type of 

'close juncture' for the differential behavior of word-final Is/. The examples in 

(I) may gi ve the impression that an intimate syntactic connection be ween 

words is necessary to trigge r final Is/-voicing, but this is not the case, since 
virtually any case of word-final Is/ will be voiced before a following word

initial vowel in normal connected speech, regardless of rate or register. The 

same is true for voicing of word-final /s/ before voiced consonants, i.e . 

voicing is normal except in artificially disconnected speech. This distribution 

suggests that in central Ecuadoran Spanish, voicing of Is/ is not the result of 

spreading, but rather that syllable-final js/ is already voiced at the output of 

the lexical phonological component, and that a subscquent phonetic imple

10 Preconsonantal Inl in Spanish is normally subject to low-level homorganic assimibtion to 

rollowing consonants. but in the most 'radical" dialects (which include most or Ecuador). 

preconsonanta l .' n is vclari7.cd as well . Evidence on th~ historical evolution or vdariza tion is 

dilli"cult to come hy. since graphological indications arc all but nonexistent (but cr. Boyd-Bowman 

(1975)) . but it appears almost certa in that vclarization in phrase-final position prccl'dl'd l'xtensiol1 

to word-final prevoealic contexts. There nre Spanish dialects which routinely vclarizl' phrase-final 

: 111 while rarely extending thi s pronunciation to prcvocalic cnvironmcnb, hut no Spanish dialct:t 

provides the opposite configuration. 

II No phonological ambiguity is produced: the groove rricative pronunciaUon or / R / and/or Ii_I 
in the same dIalect is qualitatively ditfcrcnt from that or phrase- li nal I r/ (Toscano Matcus 

(1953 : 94-97)) . 
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mentation rule devoices this [z] in appropriate contexts. Robinson (1979: 141) 

suggests that ' /s/ is voiced syllable-finally unless followed in close juncture by 
a voiceless consonant or by terminal intonation ... ', which is a far cry from 
the archaic Spanish distribution of [s] and [z], where the latter sound is 
presumed to have resulted from two well-documented sources, namely inter

vocalic voicing (lenition) and preconsonantal voicing (assimilation). 
In order to relate the behavior of /s/ in Ecuadoran Spanish to other word

final consonantal modifications, it is claimed that at the point where 'syllable
final' consonantal modifications apply, Spanish word-final consonants are 
followed by an unattached slot on the skeletal tier. Resyllabification must 
then deal with the 'second' sl'or. rather than simply detaching a slot from the 
rhyme of one syllable and attaching it to the onset of the following syllable. 12 

Since the postulated 'floating' slot is by definition not realized phonetically, 

the only supporting evidence must be indirect and cumulative, offering new or 
improved characterization of Spanish phonological phenomena through use 
of this structure. 

There is no compelling reason to suppose that the consonant /s/ is singled 
out for a 'dual' representation in word-final position, despite the special 

phonological properties acknowledged for /s/ in other contexts (Harris 
(1983: 26 - 31): Holt (1984: 11\8)). The strongest possible hypothesis regarding 

the phonological structure of word~final consonants is that all UrI, /1/ , / n/ and 

12 A possible interpretation of resyllabiflcation would be the creation of an ambisyJlabic 

consonant straddling the word boundary, which would in effect serve as a phonological marker of 

ju.ncture even in the absence of surface phonetic differentiation. Voicing of word-final prcvocalic 

/SI in Ecuadoran Spanish could then he limited to ambisylJabic /s/, \\'1lich hy definition will occur 

only across word boundaries/ before vowels ; the word boundary would no longcr be requircd for 

specification of the process. This would not afTeet combinations of the form / s#sVI (e.g. los 
so/dodos 'the soldiers'), since in the latter casc an amhisyllabic [5] is not involved ; rather a 

geminate (or f:ike geminate; cf. M~Carthy (1986), Schein :ind Stcriadc (191\6)) Iss] is initially 

generated, which is usually reduced to [5] via the global Spanish process reducing doubl'e 
segments, ir1c1uding those resulting from neighborhood assimilations (c.g. WI iiome 'a yam' , lal 

/lave 'such a key', u.I'led dice 'you say', el/ol'o 'the parrot'; cf. Harris (1983: 63), Lope Blanch 

(1963), Sanz (1979). Claiming ambisyllabicity for Spanish immediately placcs an additional onus 

on the hypothesis, since thcre is no incontrovertible phonetic evidc"ncc in favor of a speci,d 

arnbisylJabic status for prevocalic word-flnal is! in any Spanish dialect, regardless of the phonctic 

realization which isj receives. There is another way of constraining this type of rule so that it 

applies only to ambisylJabic consonants, via thc Linking Constraint (Haycs (1986 : 472)): 'Asso

ciation lines in structural descriptions arc interpreted as cxhaus.tivc'. By specifying an ambisylJa

bic configuration in the SD of the rule, the LC would automatically exclude the rule from 

applying to other configurations. The ad hoc status of ambisyllabic consonants would remain , 
however. 
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Is/) , 13 are followed by an unattached slot at some point in the derivation, and 
that this representation is in effect the proper phonological representation of 
Word Boundary; this is the hypothesis that will be provisionally adopted in 
order to test the widest possible range of Spanish dialectal data. Also 
provisionally adopted is the hypothcsis that the second slot is not necessarily 
linked via association lines to the phonological matrix defining the final 
consonant, but can in principle be a completely dissociated timing slot : 

(7) (J

/'"R 

I I 
c c 
I I 

[ .. J 

This provides a mechanism for explaining the identical voicing of preconso
nantal and prepausal /s/ in Ecuadoran Spanish, since initial assignment of 
[+ voice] to an underspecified matrix (here abbreviated as Is!) can refer simply 
to the presence of a following c, whether or not associated at any level with a 

filled phonological matrix : 

(8) (J

/'"R 

I I 
c c 
I I 

/Sf [ ... J -> [ zJ 

The output of (8) is eventually modified by a low-level rule of devoicing, 
which is postlexical, variable and rate-dependent. 14 J assume that the unat

13 Word-final /d l is an essentially marginal and asystematic clement in phrase-final position (ef. 

D'Introno and So sa (1986)) , and word-fin al ;x!, limited to the single common word reloi 'watch' 

in which :xi is not normally pronounced (plus a few karncd words in which retention of lx/ is a 

clear spelling pronunciati on). is cvcn less integra ted . 

14 It could be possi ble to include devoieing of phTase-linal lsI through an extension or this 
process, claiming, c.g. Lhat universa l mark edness conditions rl'4u irc that a null phonological 

matrix associated with a C-slot be specified [- voice) at the surrace phonetic level (a variant of 
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tached slot is not present at the underlying phonological level, but rather is 

attached as a (very early) postcyelic rule. which may be termed Word 
Delimitation: 1 5 

(9) Word Delimitation 
(/J--.C / (j 

/""-
R 


I # I 

C 

What appears to be incipient or vestigial prefix-final voicing of prevocalic 

lsi in the Cuenca dialect may signal a potential modification of (9) to cyclic 
application. 

Assuming for the moment that (7)-(9) correctly account for Ecuadoran /s/

voicing (some tentative supporting evidencc wi.!] be offered shortly), there are 
several possibilities for the interaction with resyllabification . It could be that 

following the application of a rule such as (8), the second C-slot disappears 
through some mechanism. Alternatively, resyllabilication could receive as 

input a structure such as (7), upon which a rule like (8) has already operated, 

perhaps creating an ambisyllabic consonant en route to eventual reduction to 
the usually occurring onset-initial consonant. 16 

~arlicr 'boundaries as ohstruents' theories, e.g. Lass (1971:)). I:n Ecuadoran Spanish. howcver. the 
overwhelming majority of linal unstressed syl lahb and most prctoilic syllahles arc suhjcct to a 
general dcvoicing rule which afrects ClHlsonant s and vowels alike (Lipski (l9XX)). This devoicing 
may extend over more than one syllable. and is ultimately responsihlc ror unstressed vowel 
reduction or evcn elision. and possibly for the assibilated pronunciation of phrase-fi nal T . As 
with other post le.xica I processes, dcvoicing of linal unstressed sylla bb is variable, as is the 
numher of segments affected by dcvoicing. Thus no special provision need he made to account for 
the occasional appearance of phrase-final [4 since this simply rclkcts failure or linal devoicing to 
apply in a given instance. 
" In (g) the rhyme of the final syllahle is deliberately left unspecified. leaving open the 
possihility that it might he attached to a V-slot as well as to an alread y specified C-slot. In the 
present stucy. only the latter configurati on will be dealt with, i.e. the possible presence of an 
unattached C-slot following a fully specified V-sl ot has no immediate repercu,sions for the 
present analysis . I prefer to leave open this possibility, hllwcver. since it may eventually le.ad to a 
characterization of Spanish vowel sand hi ph.cnomcna (e.g. along the Ii.ncs of Haas (1987)). or of 
the noteworthy se paration hetwecn words in such dialects dS Yucatan. Andean and Pu [aguayan 
Spanish, as cond itioned by the parametric transparency of the unattached C. 
", The possible phonetic correlates of amhisyllabicity in Spanish .arc still at best partially 
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Several indirect bits of evidence combine to suggest that any unattached 
slot must be disposed of before resyUabification. For example. although no 

patrimonial Spanish word ends in a two-element cluster, in reasonably well
integrated foreign borrowings or Latinisms such as limlx 'thorax', !'als 

'waltz', etc., at most one consonant of the rhyme is reattached to the 
following sylJable (e.g. N uileZ Cedeno (1985: 279-280».17 In the analysis of 
Harris (1983) and N uiiez Cedeno (1985), the CV templatc of a vowel-initial 
word contains an initial unspecified (potential or immanent) C, which in the 

case of resyllabification is autosegmentally associated with a preceding conso

nant. If the preceding consonant were an unspecified phonological matrix (an 
unattached slot) , then resyllabification would have the null effect of associat
ing one unspecified matrix to another, which is manifestly not the case. It is 

therefore concluded that at the point in the derivation of the phonological 
phrase where resyllabification applies, any (word-final) unattached slots have 
been eliminated. At present there is insufficient evidence to force a choice 
among the alternative points of elimination of the unattached slot. 

The notion that Spanish words ending in consonants have a structure 
similar to (7) at some level of derivation is consistcnt with facts umelated to 
voicing of word-final /s/: 

(a) Although Spanish permits two-segment rhyme-final consonant clus

tcrs (invariably ending in /s/ , e.g. instanle 'instant', abstracto 'abstract', exIra 

'extra', SOISlicio 'solstice', perspectiva 'perspective'), no patrimonial Spanish 

understood. and while native speaker intuitions suggest ambisyllabicity in certain cases (e.g. 

Amastae (1986»), there is a dearth of experimental evidence supporting such assertions. The most 

co nvincing arguments involve phonotactic pallerning. for example the fac t that the intervocalic 

[IJ] created hy velarization of' word-fimli prevocalic / n/ 'should no t' he strictly onset-initial, given 

the lack of Spanish words beginning with a velar nasa l. For an idea of rhe lack of' consensus 

su rrounding thi s interpretation , cf. Zamora and Guitart (1982: 119- :120), Nunez Cedeno 

(1980: 53), Hammo nd (1979 , 1980), Chela Flores (J 986: 21 - 30), \J hcr (1984), Penny (1986), 

Becerra (1985: 150), Cancllada and Madscn (1987:43), Quilis (19M). The same argument coulLi 

be made for intervocalic [1] in Ecuadoran Spani~h, hut at least at the impressionistic level. there is 

no perl'eptiblc diO'erencc in pronunciation when rcsyllabification is applied to word-final prevoca

Iic consonants which can also occ ur in word-initial contexts, such as d liollih/'(, 'the man': only the 

case of the vtlar nasal stands apart , and spontaneous pauses anLi hesitations reveal that few il' any 

speakers analyze this segment as totally sy llahle-initial. 

" A similar situation holds for Catalan, where word-final consonant dusters are commonplace 

(e.g. Wllecler (1986: 476)). Admiltcdly the failure to al1ach ho th consonants of tllC rhyme to the 

onset of the fQllowing syllable rellccts th e filtcring out of unaccep table onset clusters, but 

(accepting the dual-C representation) if resy'llabification altaehcd two C-slots to a following 

(vowel-initial) syllabic, an unacceptabl e /s/-, /1/-, / r,' -, ctc. initial cluster would be formed (Harris 

(1983 31 - 33)). 
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words cnd in two-segment clusters, although the gencral syllabic template for 
Spanish permits two consonants in the rhyme. This suggests that Spanish 
words ending in a consonant contain a potential for two-consonant clusters. 

(b) Spanish contains a small set of words ending in -Cs, which have 
intruded their exceptionality into many comprehensive analyses of Spanish 
sylJahle structure and morphological formation (e.g. Nunc/. Cedciio (1985), 
Harris (In7)); these include lorax , vals. biceps, Rnix 'phoenix', etc. These 
words, largely of unevolved Latin origin , are relatively infrequent and nearly 
always felt to pertain to an erudite level of vocabulary (with the exception of 
the common given name Felix). but native Spanish speakers of all levels do 
not reject such words as phonotactically unacceptable. handling them without 
difficulty. The variation in plural forms of clearly non-Hispanic words (e.g. 
cllIhslclllhes. yensjYl'nes) indicates that earlier phonotaetic restrictions against 
final two-member clusters may have been relaxed, and that the lack of more 
final clusters in modern Spanish is merely a carryover from earlier develop
ments, rather than a rigid phonotactic filtcr. In dialects such as those of the 
Caribbean where consonants undergo systematic weakening, phonologists 
(e.g. Guitart (1982)) have noted that consonants are weakened in the syllabic 
rhyme and not necessarily syllable-finally; thus the velarization of /nl in 
inSlallle and lateralization of ir/ in perspcCliva. Although these same dialects 
routinely weaken /elide 'syllable-final' 1st, in fact this weakening does not 
normally occur when the preceding consonant of a word-final -Cs cluster has 
not been previously elided: Felix may be pronounced as [feliks] (the full 
form) , [felis] (elision of preconsonantal [k], [felih] or [feli] (weakening of lsi), 
but *[felik]/*[fclikh] arc not possible (cf. Nltficz Cedeno (1985: 2~1)). This 
suggests that weakening takes place not in all rhyme-final positions, but only 
when preceding another C-slol. In word-internal position, the branching 
rhyme structure postulatcd by Harris (1983: 46) and Nunez Cedeno 
(19~5: 282) for the -Cs clusters in instal1le and perspectil'a also allows for 
aspiration/deletion of lsI, since not only is each segment in the syllabic rhyme, 
but each is immediately dominated by an R-node. Words ending in a final 
[-obstr] consonant plus /s/ (e.g. vals) alternate between [s] and [0] as the final 
sound, with the former being more common even in is/-reducing dialects. In 
nonstandard Dominica n Spanish, for which evidence exists that syllable-final 
is/ has been deleted from the underlying phonological representation, it is not 
infrequent for hypercorrect final lsI to be added, even to words ending in a 
consonant: mayor > Inayors 'older' (Terrcll (1986), Nunez Cedei'io (1986, 
1988)). This distribution suggests that word-final Is,' as part of a cluster does 
not participate in rhyme-final weakening, but rather is directly introduced 
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and removed by a fundamental syllable template-building rule, such as 

formulated by Harris (1983: 28): 'Adjoin the segment isi to the right of an 
existing rhyme '. Nunez Cedeno (1988) notes that this intrusive word-final isl 
does not usually participate in resyllabification when the following word 
bcgins with a vowel. Even the occasionally perceived 'aspiration' of word

internall s f in instante, pcrspectiva, etc. is suspect, and may well be the 

manifestation of simple deletion of lsi, followed by partial spreading of 
voicelessness to the preceding consonant; nea rly all consonants which follow 

word-internal -Cs clusters arc voiceless. 

(c) Weakening of Spanish isl appcars to have occurred first in prcconso
nantal position, and there are still dia lects in which preconsonantal / s/ is 

weakened but prepausal / s! is retained as [s). Once prepausal Is! succumbs to 
weakening, there is a completcly regular extension of weakening to word-final 
prevocalic contexts (e.g. los amiRos [loh amigob) 'the friends') , and until the 

weakening process has been carried to such an extreme that lexical restruc
turing is possibl'e, rates of aspiration/deletion of phrase-final lsi are com

parable to those of word-tined prevocalic Is/.l H An analysis more consistent 
with observed data can be achieved if weakening is restricted to instances in 
which the slot associated with Is! is followed by another C-slot , whether or 

not associated with a phonetic segment. The other modifications noted in 

section 5 affecting word-final consonants suggest a similar analysis. In each 
case, a phenomenon originaHy occurring preconsonantally was extended to 
prepausal contexts , and then (variably) extended to word-final prevocalic 

position. 

" Cr. Lipski (19X4, 1,985, 19R6a ,b). The Liege dialect of Walloon apparently has a distribution 

o f [s] and [I. ] identical to that of central Ecuador. with lsi being voiced before voiced conSOlwnts 

and in w(l rd-final prevocalic con te xts , while reta ining thc rea liza ti on [s] in other contexts. The 

S3me distribution holds f(lr If] and [vJ, the other fricative which may ()Ccur word- tlnall y in 

Walloon. Fram:a rd and M orin ( 19H6 : 457) sugges t that thi s phenomeno n might he analyzed as a 

form of phonological weakening as descrihed by H ooper (1976), a ~ ' " a case of intervoca lic 

voicing o f weak fricatives. Thi s could enta il that the allophonic rule responsihlc for the weakening 

of fricatives in sy llahlc codas applies to lexical words, hdore enchaincmcnt rules rcsyll a hify word

tinal fri cat ivcs, such as [z] with a following vowel ' . This suggesti o n, howcver, is dinicult to 

interpret within contemporary phonological models, since intervocalic 'wea kening' is usuall y 

assumed to occur in syllable onse ts, fo llowing univcrsa ll'rinciples of unmarked syllahic structure ; 

at the same time a "lexical' rule in the sense of contemporary Icxical phonology, is not the same a s 

an ' all ophonic' rule , which is usuall y taken to he a posticxical or 'phonetic implcmentation' rule 

(c l'. Mohanan and Mohanan (1984: 591)). 
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7. Toward a systematic account of word-final consonantism 

The majority of phenomena affecting Spanish word-final consonants havc 

theiT origin in processes of modification in preconsonantal contexts (often 
assumed to represent some form of 'weakening'. I 0 Eventually, most such 

processes become extended to prepausal contexts, which while still syllable
flnal are no longer 'implosive.' Extension to word-final' prevocalic contexts 
then logically follows as the preferred development. This extension, in effect 

allowing the process to apply uniformly to all preconsonantal and/o r word

final contexts, is best analyzed as opacity of the unattached slot adjoined 
through Word Delimitation. The opacity of the empty slot is by definition 

transitory, since complete generalization of rule application to all preconso

nantal and word-final contexts is equivalent to partial lexicalization: in the 

model elaborated by Kaisse (1985), the rulc moves from being a fa st-speech 
(P2 ) rule to an external sandhi (P 1 ) rule and eventually to a postcyclic lexical 

rule. During the (indefinitely long) transitional period in which the opaque 
unattached slot is available as a model of phonological structure, idiolectal 

variability of the sort studied in sociolinguistic variational studies will typi
cally occur. Celeri.\" parihus, a given Spanish dialect will treat all word-final 

consonantaJ modifications in the same fashion, although any synchronic 

cross-section will probably represent varying stages of evolution of the 

individ ual rules. 
These claims suggest a minimally marked configuration, regulating the 

extent to which phrase-final consonantal modifications will be generalized to 

all phonetic contexts. This configuration, which as a first approximation may 

be called the E.'(lensiol1 Principle, is schematically stated as follows: 

(10) Exlensio/l principle: 
(a) 	An unassociated C-slot behaves the same as a filled matrix for 

rules of the form a -> b / -c, where a, band C are consonants. 
(b) 	Once condition (a) has been implemented, any rule of the form 

a -> b I _c, where a, hand C are consonants, will be extended to 

all word-final environments: a -> b / -lx, where X ranges over all 
lexical categories. 

,,, This has been questioned in the case of vclarizcd final /n!, e.g. by U ber ( 1984), llamlllond 

(19S0). It IS also dilTicult to pos tulate lateral iza tion of:r-' or rhotaci sm of /II as weakening. giwn 

thaI both processes occur frequently in Spanish. However , neutrali zation of the oppos ition occurs 

regularly only in positions which independent evidence regards as phonologica ll y weakest. 
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The statement of (10) as a bipartite implicational relationship suggests that 

whereas Spanish dialects exemplifying only (lOb) but not (lOa) do not exist, it 

may be possible to find dialects/ individuals exhibiting (lOa) without (lOb). 

Available variational data bear out these predictions20 Apparent counter

examples to the predictions of (10) usually involve modifications which are 

more intimately tied to the rapid decay of phonation whjch characterizes 

phrase-final position (e.g. assibilation of /rI in parts of Mexico and Central: 

America), or instances in which extension of a phrase-final realization to 

prevocalic contexts could result in massive homonymic clash (e.g. neutraliza

tion of /1/ and / r/, labialization of /n/, ctc.). Principlc (10) represents the 
unmarked case from a phonological point of view, but given the relative 

perceptual prominence of phrase-fina'i consonants, as well as the fact that in 

Spanish final consonants often serve grammatical functions (marking person 

and number), other pressures may counter this natural extension. 21 

Preconsonantal syllable-fina'l position can be described as weak since the 

consonantal articulation in qucstion cannot always reach its fullest manifesta

tion, but may be cut shor~ by shifting of articulatory organs in preparation 
for a following segment. PrepausaL position, on the other hand, is both strong 

and weak in terms of observed behavior. It is weak in that it is also syllable

final, and depending upon the dialect, the decay of phonation immediately 

preceding a pause can be so abrupt as to severely rcduce or suppress one or 

more of the final segments (cf. also Bordelois (1984)). Prepausal position is 

strong in that it contains the potential for perceptual prominence, since 

whatever sound is uttered before a pause, however slight, acquires salience. h 

20 For example aspiration/deletion of is! occurs only preconsonantally in some dialects (e.g. the 

cducated speech of Buenos Aires and Montevideo), it occurs postconsonantaily and occa~ionally 

in prcpausal environments in , e.g. educated Lima (Peru) Spanish, and is routinely aspirated; 

deleted preconsonantally and in all word-final contexts in largc areas. including southern and 

western Spain, the Canary Islands, the Caribbean and much of South America. exccpt for the 

Andean highlands. No known Spanish dialect weakens only prepaw;al/word-flnal prcvocalic is:' 

without also regularly weakening preconsonantal /s/. Also, no stable dialect has been unearthed 

which routinely reduces prepausal lsi without extending this pronunciation to word-finaJ 

prcvocalic contexts. 
21 In the case of phrase-final !,; and /n/ , the possible functional constraints on deletion have 

been well studied. although there is not total agreement on the results (e.g. Terrell (1977, 1979). 

Poplack (1980, 1981, 1986), Hochberg (1986), Uber (1984)). In other cases, the pressures may 

involve sociolinguistic stigmatization of variants which have little or no functional load ; examples 

include elision of the final Ir/ of verbal infinitives in Andalusian Spanish, lateralization of word

final /ri in Puerto Rican Spanish, and in a few cases. vclarization of word-flnal /nj (which in most 

instances entajls no demonstrable social stigma). 
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is therefore not axiomatic that a process of preconsonantal neutralization or 
weakening will be extended to the 'other' syllable-final environment. namely 
before pause, and in fact pause-final consonants in many Spanish dialects 
often undergo processes which are arguably analyzed as strengthening. 22 The 
main motivation for extending a preconsonantal modification to prepausal 
environments is probably reduction of allomorphy, since a word-final conso
nant now has fewer realizations; extension to word-final prevocalic contexts 
continues the generalization in favor of a single rule affecting all word-final 
contexts. Once this occurs. the rule is in effect lexicalized, applying Iast
cyclically or post-cyclically. The solution adopted here is to represent the 
inherent unity of preconsonantal and generalized word-final consonantal 
modifications via the use of unattached slots inserted postcyclically as the 
phonological signal of Word Boundary . A key stage in the evolution of 
phonological rules is reached when a preconsonantal process is extended to 
prepausal environments, i.e. when a pause offers the same conditioning as a 
consonant in the onset of the following syllable. At this point. a naturally
motivated (although not inexorable) extension is facilitated, which if un
checked by other factors, will eventually encompass all word-final contexts. 

8. Summary and conclusions 

The main points of the preceding discussion may be summarized as 
follows: 

(1) Spanish word boundaries [in consonant-final words] are represented at 
intermediate derivational stages as an unattached skeletal slot following the 
final consonant, attached post-cyclically by rule (9) of Word Delimitation. 

(2) Processes of Spanish consonantal modification occurring originally in 
preconsonantal position may optionally be extended to phrase-final position. 

22 Such processes include: strong trilling of Ir/. an apical articulation of Is/ in emphatic speech 

in dialects such as Caribbean and Andalusian Spanish, where word-final Is/ is normally reduced 

or suppressed, articulation of phrase-final Id/ (normally [eJ or [0]) as 'I,tl in emphatic Panamanian 
Spanish and devoicing and lengthening to [OJ in the Madrid dialect, labialization of phrase-final 

/n/ in parts or Yucatan Spanish and in certain areas along the Pacific coast of Colombia; cf. 

Ramirez Wohlmuth (1980) for a Illore systematic account of phrase-final reinforcement vs. 

weakening of consonants. Although velarization of In/ has frequently been regarded as phonolo

gical weakening, evidence in favor of this interpretation is not conclusive, since it is common for 

Spanish dialects to survive indefinitely with phrase-final velar / n/. showing no signs of instability 
or further erosion (Hammon (1977, 1980), Uber (1984)). 
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This is equivalent to thc condition that empty (word-final) slots behave the 
same as fillcd (consonantal) matrices, 

(3) The Extcnsion Principle declares that ill the unmarked casc, once 
prec-onsonantal modifications are extended to phrase-final contexts, further 
extension to word-final prevocalic contexts occurs. Full application of this 
principle eventually results in lexicalization of the rul'e in question ; i.e. it 
ascends from the postlexical stratum to the (postcyclic) lexical stratum. 

(4) The maximally unmarked configuration involves operation of the 
Extension Principle for all preconsonantal modifications, Spanish dial'ects 
differ not only in the implementation of certain preconsonantal modifications, 
but also in extension of thesc processes to prepausal and word-final prevoca
lic contexts. 

(5) In the dialects of central Ecuador. there exists a process voicing all 
instances of lsi followed by a C-slot. Voicing of isi is a postcyclical lexical 
rule, in principle independent of both speech rate and the presence of pauses. 
The resulting segment is subsequently devoiced in certain contexts through 
phonetic implementation rules ,23 

(6) The behavior of word-final !si in centra) Ecuador can be fitted in 
among other Spanish dialects, in combining an unmarked configuration (the 
Extension Principle) and a relatively marked process, voicing of preconsonan
tal /s/ . 
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